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Our Range
Hi-Lo and Lo-Lo Beds

Mattresses
Bedroom Furniture

Lounge & Dining
Occasional

Linen
Outdoor 
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Home-style
Bedroom
Furniture

Whatever your Style or
Budget, we have a

product to suit.



Our Industry experience tells us 
 that no two clients are the same. 

 Each site has it's own unique
requirements and we work with

them to provide the most suitable
range of products.
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Bedroom
From contemporary to

traditional, we can
bring your rooms to life.

Our aim is to make
residents feel at home
in their room as much
as they possibly can.



TRADITIONAL

You can tailor our existing
designs to suit your decor and

requirements

TRANSITIONAL
Tie it in with what storage your

residents use and prefer.  
Choose different colours for

different wings or areas.

CONTEMPORARY

You can choose the configuration,
number of drawers, breakfast tray,

castors, locks etc.



Dining
Dining furniture needs

to be durable, fit for
purpose and designed

for comfort.
We offer laminate,

veneer and solid timber
tables - as one size does

not fit all.
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GAMMA

A vinyl seat is a great option for
easy cleaning.

AMY

Chair arms with a grab handle
are easier for residents to lift

themselves out of.

MARTA

An open back chair reduces the
likelihood of food becoming stuck

in the back of the chair. 



Lounge

Our lounge furniture offers
extreme comfort and has been
designed to suit residents who

have difficulty lifting
themselves out of chairs.

Higher chairs, higher coffee
tables, better support.

Whatever your style, we have
a design to suit.

 



FABRIC AND STAIN SAMPLES

We can organise all your fabric and stain samples, so
you can just choose the colours.

TRIALS

The perfect way to choose products is to involve your
staff and residents. We provide in-house trials.

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION

Furniture is labelled, and our professional team
deliver, install and place the all furniture in designated

rooms.
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CARLISLE

Available in 1, 2 & 3 seater

MARLENA

Available in 1, 2 & 3 seater

TILLEY WING BACK

Available in 1, 2 & 3 seater



Bed Linen
As well as a full range of Waterproof Bed

Linen, we also offer custom made
bedspreads and doona covers in all sizes. 

Bed linen is a great way to bring your
rooms to life, and co-ordinate with chairs

and curtains.
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WATERPROOF PILLOWS & 
 MATTRESS PROTECTORS

Dust mite resistant, perfect for
sensitive skin and allergy

sufferers.

WATERPROOF
BEDPADS

Holds up to 2500ml

WATERPROOF
DOONAS

Breathable and waterproof, this fabric
combines a sanitised anti-fungal, 

 antibacterial fill. Just wipe it down.



DOONA COVERS

Combining your print choice from
the Materialised Print Collection, and

hotel quality sheeting underneath,
these doona covers are cool and

comfortable to sleep under. 

MATCHING
CUSHIONS 

A wide range of matching
cushions and foot runners are
available to suit your rooms

BED THROWS

Print on one side or both sides, these are
warm enough to use as blankets for

residents. 
Lightweight, easy to launder and beautiful



OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Designed for the harsh Australian climate
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RESIN RATTAN

 

TABLE SETTINGS

 

TABLES

 



BED AUDITS

Many of our clients have so many different beds, they don't
know where to start when looking at bed replacement
programs. We conduct full audits, so customers know exactly
what they have and how to move forward.

TRIAL BEDS AND FURNITURE

We encourage staff and residents to trial beds and furniture
before purchasing to determine suitability.
 

BUDGET QUOTING

We can present our pricing in an excel spreadsheet, with
options we believe are suitable. This way, you can choose the
quantities and products you like, as well as working within
your budget.



FACEBOOK

Wentworth Care Furniture

WENTWORTH CARE FURNITURE

Ph: 03 9408 9710 E: sales@wentworthcare.com.au

www.wentworthcare.com.au

Shop Online: www.wentworthcareonline.com.au

INSTAGRAM

wentworthcarefurniture

CONTACT


